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LMFAO member Redfoo’s solo debut Party Rock Mansion is something
rare, and all the more precious for it – a mindless party album by an artist
who’s smart enough to know just how dumb the music is that he’s
making. Of course, smart people make party albums all the time. But the
difference between this and, say, a Lady Gaga album is that there’s
nothing “arty” about Party Rock Mansion whatsoever. Gaga maintains a
veneer of haute-couture mystique. Redfoo is pretty much just a booty-
loving party animal. His intelligence manifests itself as a glint in his eye
rather than an aesthetic, and the most obscure reference here is probably
to hitting the quan.

The man born Stefan Gordy is, yes, one of those Gordys, as in the
Motown dynasty. He likely grew up around a lot of R&B and soul, and
there’s a more pronounced influence from mid-20th-century pop than on most EDM party albums. “Lights Out” is
pretty much a ‘60s pop song with EDM synths, while “Juicy Wiggle” is a parody of talking blues. Both songs do the
ascending “Twist and Shout” thing. There’s even a spot from former Motown star Stevie Wonder, who delivers a
heart-rending harmonica solo on late-album highlight “Where The Sun Goes.”

But mostly, this music is the sort of trashy electro-house that was in vogue about five years ago, when LMFAO ruled
the charts. There are no trap beats, no Future features. The only thing ascribing to any current trend is “So Lit,”
which is pure post-Disclosure deep house. But all of this music is remarkably well-made. The synths screech and
dive-bomb without overwhelming, and there’s an appealing chintziness to the sonics here. And the production
decisions are capricious – listen to those weird Sugar Plum Fairy bells on “Meet Her At Tomorrow,” or the way the
train syncs up with the synths to create a stunningly beautiful chord on “Party Train.”

There’s a surprising amount of narrative heft to some of Redfoo’s party stories. On “Beach Cruisin’,” we follow
Redfoo, who meticulously describes his outfit, as he goes from cruising on the beach to evading security at the
grocery store to touring a beach house to banging their occupants. He even finds time to schtupp some old ladies on
the way. “Booty Man” is a similar trip around town, this time to find booty at “Hoe Foods” and the “ass station”
(Redfoo’s attitude towards women is admittedly regrettable) on the way to getting faded as fuck at the Roosevelt.
And in the middle of “Party Train,” he drops this gem: “Calling all the scenesters with ironic t-shirts/‘Say no to drugs,’
‘gay for pay,’ and ‘Free Justin Bieber.’” Talk about detail.

As far as albums of this sort go, Party Rock Mansion is pretty much flawless, save for Redfoo’s troglodytic attitude
towards women and one cringe-inducing chorus (“New Thang,” on which Redfoo intones “get saxy” over – well, you
can guess which instrument). It’s also 49 minutes long, which is a lot of high-octane party music to wade through if
you’re listening to this thing at home. It’s probably enough to keep a party going for the better part of an hour.
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